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Executive Summary

The 1972 Clean Water Act (CWA) was intended
to protect the nation’s waterways from pollution,
making lakes, rivers, and streams safe for swimming,
fishing, and a host of  other activities.  In the absence
of enforcement, laws alone pack little punch.  In the
case of  the Clean Water Act, the federal government
relies on state agencies to enforce many of the key
provisions of  the law, including the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), a
system by which polluters are issued permits to emit
specific quantities of  pollution into waterways.

More than three decades after CWA’s enactment,
it is now clear that state enforcement of the NPDES
provisions is woefully inadequate.  A new survey of
state environmental protection agencies reveals the
extent of the failure of state enforcement and
documents the barriers to adequate state
enforcement.  The survey, conducted by CPR
Member Scholar Clifford Rechtschaffen, professor of
law at Golden Gate University School of  Law,
gathered data from agencies in 17 states – Alabama,
Arizona, California, Delaware, Florida, Georgia,
Hawaii, Maryland, Minnesota, Montana, North
Carolina, New Jersey, Nevada, Oregon, Washington,
West Virginia, and Wyoming.  Key findings of  the
survey:

• Eleven of the 17 states report that their
funding for enforcing the NPDES permits is
inadequate.

• Seven of the states report that the funding
available for enforcement is 60 percent or less
of  what is needed to do the job, with
Wyoming’s funding calculated at 29 percent

of  what is required, and Georgia’s at 20
percent.

• Just five states report funding that they
deemed sufficient.  These generally were more
heavily supported by permit fees. (One state
did not report funding.)

Additional research reported in these pages
demonstrates that:

• At least in part because of funding shortfalls,
state regulators are slow to renew NPDES
permits.  As a result, many facilities are
operating with outdated and inadequate
permit limits.

• Once permits are issued, state enforcement is
poor.  States fail to carry out inspections, fail
to take timely and appropriate enforcement
actions, and fail to obtain meaningful
penalties for noncompliance, including
penalties that recover the economic benefit of
noncompliance.  As a result, many permit-
holders are significantly out of compliance
with restrictions imposed as a condition of
their permits.

• States are failing to monitor the quality of the
water in lakes, rivers, and streams within their
borders, as required by the Clean Water Act.

• The federal EPA’s data-management systems
for NPDES permits are out of  date and
inadequate.  Compliance by polluters is
largely unmonitored.  Data was missing from
EPA databases for 96 percent of  dischargers.
As a result, the federal agency in charge of
monitoring state enforcement is unable to do
so effectively.

Enforcing the Clean Water Act in the Twenty-First Century:

Harnessing the Power of the Public Spotlight
by Clifford Rechtschaffen
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Fee-Based Permit Programs

To insure adequate funding for water protection
efforts, states should shift the costs of implementing
their NPDES programs to regulated entities through
permit fee programs. Fees should be set at a level
necessary to fully fund program costs, and revenue
generated by the fees should be dedicated to NPDES
programs.  The Clean Air Act, for example, requires
states to impose permit fees sufficient to fund the costs
of  administering and enforcing their Title V permit
programs.

A Better Approach to Compliance

In recent years a lively debate has raged about
what type of enforcement approach best achieves
compliance with environmental laws.1  The states by
and large have preferred a conciliatory, cooperative-
based model that relies on incentives to polluters and
technical assistance programs to achieve compliance.
For its part, the EPA traditionally has favored a
deterrence-based approach, one that relies on
inspections, formal enforcement responses, and
sanctions in the event of  violations.  The agency’s
commitment to that approach has wavered under the
current Bush Administration, at least among its top-
level political appointees,2 but the record plainly
demonstrates that a deterrence-based approach,
informed by positive elements of  cooperation-based
enforcement, is the best way to improve rates of
compliance.3

There is a third approach, however, that can
effectively serve as a supplement or adjunct to any
type of primary enforcement mechanism – whether it
is a deterrence-based approach, a cooperation-based
approach, or something in between. The approach,
called “spotlighting,” relies on mandatory disclosure
of enforcement- and compliance-related data, and
then public accountability for compliance by polluters
and enforcement by regulators.  This approach has yet
to be fully exploited by federal and state agencies, but
it has the potential to significantly improve
compliance while requiring relatively few resources to
implement.4

This report calls for federal and state agencies to
implement three spotlighting tools:

• EPA should spotlight the enforcement and
compliance related records of  regulated firms;

• EPA should spotlight the performance of
state NPDES programs in achieving
compliance among regulated firms within their
states;

• The Securities and Exchange Commission
should spotlight polluting companies by
expanding the mandatory environmental
disclosure requirements for publicly-traded
corporations.

By making public and private institutions
accountable to the public for their efforts to reduce
pollution, we can effectively and inexpensively
increase compliance with the Clean Water Act, and
reduce pollution in the nation’s waterways.

Introduction

The modern Clean Water Act (CWA) was passed
in 1972 with goals both broad and ambitious.
Congress called for restoring the “chemical, physical,
and biological integrity of  the Nation’s waters.”  The
Act sought to achieve by 1983 water quality levels
that protect fish and wildlife and recreational use of
waters — in short hand, make the waters fishable and
swimmable.  It was also intended to eliminate the
discharge of toxic pollutants in toxic amounts, and
eliminate the discharge of any pollutants into
navigable waters by 1985.5

At the heart of the statute is the requirement that
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) adopt
controls for industrial and municipal polluters that
reflect the best pollution control technology,
considering cost and other factors, but regardless of
location.  This requirement is implemented through a
permit system known as the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES).  EPA
estimates that approximately 60,000 facilities
nationwide have been issued individual wastewater
NPDES permits.  Another 400,000 to 500,000
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facilities are required to have  permits that regulate
their discharge of  stormwater.

Controlling point source discharges – those from
a specific and identifiable source, as opposed to those
whose origins are unknown – has led to impressive
improvements in water quality over the past 30 years.
Nevertheless, considerable challenges remain.
Prominent among these is the spotty record of
government enforcement of  the Act’s permitting
requirements.  A nationwide EPA survey in early
2003, for example, found that the rate of significant
noncompliance with the CWA among 6,600 major
facilities – those with the largest discharges – was
approximately 25 percent.  At the same time,
resources for water quality control programs,
particularly at the state level, are scarce, creating a
daunting gap between needed and available resources.

Thirty years after the CWA was adopted, how
well is NPDES rogram working?  How effective have
the states and EPA been in achieving the bottom-line
result of  compliance with permit requirements?

Like most federal environmental statutes, the
CWA operates under a “cooperative federalism”
framework.  Under this model, the federal
government sets national standards and is ultimately
responsible for ensuring achievement of these
requirements, but states can receive authorization
from EPA to implement the program, under EPA
oversight.  To obtain authorization, states must enact
standards at least as stringent as federal law, and
demonstrate that they have adequate personnel,
enforcement authorities, and other capacity to
administer the program.6 Forty-five states have
received full or partial authorization from EPA to
implement the NPDES program.7

But the record of  state and EPA performance
under this cooperative federalism framework
demonstrates that while some important strides have
been made, overall enforcement is woefully
inadequate and far from achieving the ambitious goals
set by Congress.  A number of  trends emerge from a
careful examination of this enforcement record.

Failure to Renew Permits

Many states and EPA do not promptly renew and
update permits once they expire. The Administrative
Procedure Act allows a facility to continue operating
under the terms of  an expired permit if  it filed a
timely renewal application.8  Facilities with outdated
permits may operate with weak or inadequate
controls.  As of  September, 2003, EPA reported that
approximately 15 percent of major facilities and one-
third of minor facilities were operating with outdated
permits.9  That is an improvement from prior years;
EPA estimated in 2002, for example, that twenty
percent of  major facility permits had expired.10 In
some states the percentage of  outdated permits is
much higher, such as Indiana (41 percent); Missouri
(34 percent), and Louisiana (30 percent).

Polluter Noncompliance with Permit Requirements

Failure by polluters to live up to the terms of
permits is a longstanding and ongoing problem.  A
1982 General Accounting Office (GAO) report
examining more than 500 facilities, for example,
found that 82 percent of these dischargers had
violated their permits at least once during a two-year
period, and that 24 percent of these polluters were in
significant noncompliance with Clean Water Act
requirements.11  Significant noncompliance is defined
for toxic pollutants as exceeding an average monthly
limit by 20 percent or more in any two months of a
six-month period, and for conventional pollutants as
exceeding an average monthly limit by 40 percent in
any two months of a six-month period.12 A 1993
study evaluating the Act’s first 20 years concluded
that

“[I]nadequate enforcement is [a] major problem
with the both the NPDES and pretreatment
programs.  Study after study has documented that
dischargers, both direct and indirect, violate the
law repeatedly and flagrantly – and get away with
it nearly all the time....In addition to reported
instances of noncompliance, many facilities fail
to meet Clean Water Act requirements, masked
through the fiction of their placement on
“schedules of compliance” through the
enforcement process... [P]enalties, when they are
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assessed, are too low to offer [a] meaningful
incentive to comply.”13

More recent studies reach similar conclusions.
For instance, the GAO estimated that in fiscal years
1992-1994, one in six major facilities was in
significant noncompliance with its permit limits, and
that the actual number could be twice as high.14 A
series of investigations by public interest groups have
found similar results.  For example, a review by the
U.S. Public Interest Research Group (PIRG) found
that nearly 30 percent of
major facilities examined
were in significant
noncompliance for at least
one quarter during the 15
months from January 1,
2000 to March 31, 2001.15

A subsequent analysis
found that more than 5,000 major facilities, or 81
percent, violated their permits at least once in the
years from 1999 to 2001, a total of 88,000
exceedances.16

In 2003, EPA conducted a detailed nationwide
analysis of  compliance by major facilities.17  The
report showed that approximately 25 percent of major
facilities were in significant noncompliance with their
CWA permits at any given time.  It noted that rates of
significant noncompliance have effectively remained
steady since 1994.18 The violations, moreover, are of
a magnitude with potentially serious environmental
effects.  Half  of  the permit exceedances for toxic
discharges were more than twice the permitted levels;
13 percent of the exceedances were more than 1,000
percent over permitted levels. For conventional
pollutants, the exceedances are also high; a third of
the exceedances were double permitted levels.19

Weak State Enforcement

The same EPA study also found that levels of
CWA enforcement activity have been declining. From
1999 to 2001, the number of  state and EPA
inspections decreased by eight percent.20  The number
of  EPA and state formal enforcement actions
dropped by 11 percent, and the number of  informal

actions declined by 50 percent.21  During this period,
only 24 percent of significant violations resulted in a
formal enforcement response.22

Additionally, a low percentage (9-13 percent) of
enforcement actions are carried out in a “timely and
appropriate” fashion, only about 40 percent of  formal
actions result in penalties, and average penalties
imposed are low, between $5,000 and $6,000 per
action.23 On the other hand, between 1999 and 2001,
there was an increase in the percentage of

enforcement actions resulting
in pollutant reductions.24

Interestingly, the study found a
modest association between
levels of enforcement activity
and compliance rates, both
among EPA regions and states.
For example, 14 of  24 states

(58 percent) with the worst overall compliance
records also had the lowest enforcement activity
levels, while 14 out of 23 states (61 percent) with the
lowest activity levels also had the worst overall
compliance records.25

Numerous other studies have pointed out serious
weaknesses in many state enforcement programs,
including failure to carry out inspections, failure to
take timely and appropriate enforcement actions, and
failure to obtain meaningful penalties, including
penalties that recover the economic benefit of
noncompliance.26  A report by a PIRG research
foundation lists some recent examples:

In Wisconsin, a 2001 study by a nonprofit group
found that only 10 percent of municipal and
industrial facilities in significant noncompliance
with their water discharge permits were sent
notices of  violation — the first step in the formal
enforcement process — by the state’s
Department of Natural Resources between 1990
and 1998. Of that number, only one-quarter
were referred for prosecution.

Maryland auditors investigated the resolution of
13 consent orders negotiated between state
environmental officials and Clean Water Act

The GAO estimated that in fiscal years
1992-1994, one in six major facilities
was in significant noncompliance with
its permit limits, and that the actual

number could be twice as high.
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violators. In five cases, the violator failed to take
promised corrective action, yet state officials did
not levy additional penalties. In one case, a
polluter agreed to submit a plan for corrective
action by the fall of 1997 and pay a fine of $100
per day for each day the plan was late. The
discharger did not submit the plan and the state
did not assess the fine. The facility went on to
register 13 more violations of its discharge limits
over the next two and a half years before the
state finally took additional enforcement
action in 2000.

A 1999 review [by EPA] of  New Hampshire’s
environmental enforcement efforts found that the
state relied heavily on informal enforcement
practices and that penalties were sought against
only a few of  the worst violators each year. The
review found “an institutional reluctance to
pursue formal enforcement” in the state’s water
pollution control program.27

Similarly, the Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency reported in 2003 that approximately 18 to 31
percent of  Minnesota’s major facilities have been in
significant noncompliance in recent years, and that 45
percent of major facilities exceeded effluent limits at
least once. In addition, six percent of facilities never
submitted required discharge monitoring reports
(DMRs), and many DMRs submitted were
incomplete.  The percentage of  permitted facilities
inspected declined from 32 percent in 1995 to 17
percent in 2000 and 12 percent in 2001.28

An evaluation prepared by the University of
Maryland Law Clinic in 2002 concluded that the
Maryland Department of Environment “does not
have anywhere near enough inspectors to track
compliance at major sources of air and water
pollution. As a result of this shortfall and policy
decisions made by the Department’s leadership over
the last several years, MDE has de-emphasized
traditional enforcement, creating a climate that does
not effectively deter violations, especially in
circumstances where compliance is costly.”29  In
Louisiana, a recent report by the Legislative Auditor’s
Office documented wholesale failures in the state’s
enforcement program.  It found that 69 percent of

major facilities and 49 percent of minor facilities had
expired CWA permits; that the state failed to conduct
required inspections for 31 percent of minor facilities;
and that 26 percent of required self-monitoring
reports for water were either not submitted or could
not be located.  The audit additionally found that 80
percent of water enforcement actions were not filed
in a timely fashion and that the department had not
collected 58 percent of the monetary penalties
assessed for water quality violations in fiscal years
1999 to 2001.30

While the above illustrations provide an overall
picture, it is worth emphasizing that state CWA
programs are far from monolithic, and that some
states have strengthened their enforcement and
compliance laws in recent years.  New Jersey and
California, for example, have both enacted laws
requiring that agencies impose penalties for repeat,
serious violations of  water pollution requirements. 31

At least some anecdotal evidence suggests that these
laws have improved compliance.  According to the
New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection, since the early 1990s, the number of total
violations, serious violations, and instances of
significant noncompliance have dropped by amounts
ranging from 80 to 90 percent.32  Likewise, according
to an analysis by Environment California, between
2000 and 2002 (following enactment of  the state’s
mandatory penalty law), there was a 41 percent
reduction in the number of  clean water permit
violations in California.33

Besides weak enforcement by states, compliance
efforts also are impeded by limitations in EPA’s data
management systems.  For instance, a 2002 audit by
EPA’s Inspector General found that “EPA’s Permit
Compliance System – its national permitting and
enforcement system – was incomplete, inaccurate and
obsolete. . . .  Hundreds of thousands of dischargers
were not monitored by the system.”34  The report
estimated that EPA lacks data on an estimated 96
percent of  stormwater discharges, 65 percent of
discharges from concentrated animal feeding
operations, and thousands of  minor dischargers.35 It
also noted the failure of officials in the states
examined to identify significant violators by major
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sources.  These findings were confirmed in another
Inspector General report a year later, which found
that EPA had made slow progress in fixing the flaws
in the system.36 (Eighteen states use EPA’s computer
system as their primary tool for enforcing the CWA.)

Moreover, many states fail to fully monitor the
condition of their water bodies, as required by the
CWA.  For instance, according to EPA, as of  1998,
states have assessed water quality for only 23 percent
of  the nation’s rivers and streams, 42 percent of  its
lakes, ponds, and reservoirs, and 32 percent of  its
estuaries.37  Even for those water bodies that have
been assessed, the data are often unreliable and
inconsistent across states (or even over time within
the same state).  The GAO found in 2000 that only
six states reported that they had a majority of the data
needed to assess whether their waters meet water
quality standards.38

In theory, flaws in state implementation of  the
CWA should be remedied by EPA in its role of
overseeing state programs. In practice, however, EPA
has had only limited success in promoting better state
performance.  Numerous studies show that EPA
oversight of state programs has been inconsistent and
not particularly effective, for a variety of  reasons.39  In
some cases, regional EPA administrators and regional
EPA offices (the primary interlocutors with the states)
feel loyalties to and develop close relationships with
the states they oversee; 40 in other cases, they may feel
intimidated by the prospect of tangling with
governors or state congressional delegations.

Some oversight tools, such as “overfiling” and
withdrawing authority for poorly performing states,
are so politically charged and resource-intensive that
they are scarcely ever used by EPA.  Overfiling refers
to the filing of  a suit by EPA against an alleged
violator even though the state already has initiated its
own enforcement action against the party alleging the
same violation(s).  EPA appears to overfile in
approximately 0.1 to 0.3 percent of federal
enforcement actions.41 In approximately the first three
years of  the Bush Administration, EPA overfiled in
six cases (none of  them under the CWA). 42

Moreover, EPA has rarely if  ever actually withdrawn

a state’s authorization.43  Other traditional oversight
techniques also have not been especially effective.44

To cite one among many recent examples, in 2003,
EPA’s Inspector General found that despite well
documented problems with Louisiana’s water (and air
and hazardous waste) programs, noted above, EPA’s
regional office lacked a plan for conducting oversight
of  the state’s programs, did not hold the state
accountable for meeting its commitments or escalate
oversight in response to poor performance, and did
not ensure that data submitted by the state were
accurate.45

The Resource Gap in NPDES Programs

At the same time that state NPDES programs are
falling short in their performance, resources available
to them are growing scarcer.  While state
environmental spending grew rapidly during the late
1980s and mid 1990s,46 the rate of spending increases
slowed in the late 1990s.47 In 2001, the impact of  the
recession hit the states, leading to major budget
shortfalls and cutbacks in spending on environmental
protection.  The Environmental Council of States
(ECOS), an organization of state and territorial
environmental commissioners, found that in Fiscal
Year 2002, 30 of  42 states responding to its survey
were forced to cut their environmental budgets, by an
average of 6 percent.48  Operating budgets absorbed
about three-quarters of  the cuts.  Staff  actions –
leaving a position vacant or instituting a hiring freeze
– were the most commonly mentioned ways for
meeting the budget reductions. More cuts were made
in Fiscal Year 2003, as overall state spending on
environmental protection and natural resources
programs dropped by another 1.6 percent.49  ECOS
reports that states spent 1.4 percent of their total
state budgets on environmental protection and natural
resources in 2003; this is the lowest percentage in the
seventeen years that ECOS (or similar groups) have
been calculating these numbers.50 Notably, federal
contributions to state programs have increased
significantly in the past few years, from $3.75 billion
in 1999 to $5 billion in 2003.51  Absent these
additional contributions, state program cuts would
have been far more precipitous.
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These cuts are unwelcome at any time and for
any program, but the effects are particularly acute
given the glaring resource needs of state water
programs, including NPDES programs. In the 1ate
1990s, a state/EPA task force undertook a major
project to measure states’ spending on water quality
programs and forecast their resource needs for fully
implementing the Clean Water Act’s requirements.52

The study (known as the “State Water Quality
Management Resource Analysis” or the “Gap
Analysis” for short) estimated that state resource
needs were in the range of $1.54 to $1.68 billion; that
state expenditures were in the range of $722 to $805
million; and that the resulting gap between needs and
expenditures is between $735 million and $960
million. Overall, state agencies are receiving less than
½ the resources they need to fully implement the
statute’s requirements.53  ECOS reported similar
results last summer, estimating that in Fiscal Year
2002, the gap between funding and state resource
needs for water quality programs was $800 million.54

The Gap Analysis and a very similar but slightly
updated survey by the National Academy of  Public
Administration (NAPA) reported that funding for
state programs comes from a variety of  sources.
According to the NAPA survey, 37 percent came
from state revenues; 37 percent from federal
contributions; 19 percent from fee revenues, and 6
percent from other sources (special funds, special
taxes, bond funds, etc).55

The budget woes of the states have prompted
some to consider returning authorization of their
programs to EPA.  For example, according to a news
report in August, 2003, officials at a meeting of  EPA’s
Environmental Financial Advisory Board reported
that Missouri, Kansas and Iowa officials were
considering returning their NPDES programs back to
EPA.56  (Also in Missouri, during the summer of  2003,
the federal Office of Surface Mining assumed control
of most of the federal surface mining program that
had been delegated to the state after the state
legislature forced its hand by eliminating funding for
most of  the state’s program.57)

The federal government, facing its own mounting
deficits, is unlikely to significantly increase its

contributions to state programs. Indeed, states have
complained for a number of years that federal grants
have failed to include adjustments for inflation.58  In
the area of  enforcement, EPA has seen its own
resources stretched thinner, and for each of the past
three years, the Bush Administration has cutback
EPA’s proposed budget before submitting it to
Congress.59  From 2001 to 2003, EPA’s enforcement
and inspection staff has decreased by over 12
percent.60  Since September 11, numerous criminal
investigators from EPA have been assigned to help
work on homeland security investigations and also to
provide protective services when the EPA
Administrator travels.61 Resource shortfalls at the
Department of Justice have resulted in civil
enforcement cases referred by EPA (regarding water
pollution, drinking water, and other important
problems) being ignored or delayed for months. 62

The Gap Analysis focused on gaps in overall
state water programs.63 To supplement these findings
with specific data about NPDES programs, and also
to gauge the effects of recent budget cuts on these
programs, CPR’s Clifford Rechtschaffen conducted a
short survey of  states currently authorized to fully
implement the NPDES program.  The survey,
reprinted in full in the Appendix, asked about several
aspects of states’ NPDES programs for the period
2000 to 2002, including personnel and resources
devoted to permitting, monitoring, enforcement and
compliance assistance programs; examples of how
budget shortfalls had affected their program; and what
level of funding they believed was necessary to meet
all their mandates. Of  the 45 states to which surveys
were sent, 17 replied.  The survey was sent to each
state’s director of  water quality programs.

While the survey is not intended to be
comprehensive, the results illustrate some important
trends.  Overall, the responses confirm that the state-
authorized NPDES programs have been significantly
affected by shrinking funding and face major gaps
between program needs and available resources. Of
the responding states, 12 said they had been forced to
make budget cuts; five said they had not.
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• Maryland, for example, from 2002 to 2004,
cut back 7 percent of its compliance staff (and
anticipates additional cuts in the upcoming year),
leading it to conclude in internal budget analyses that
the impacts would be poorer water quality and a high
risk of  public health effects.64

• Wyoming reported that inspections had been
cut and monitoring had been limited.

• Washington officials cited a backlog in
permits, fewer inspections, and less technical
assistance provided

• Arizona responded
that during fiscal years
2003 and 2004, “our water
programs have received
budget and personnel cuts
due to state budget
constraints. This has
impacted compliance/
enforcement programs and
all water programs.”

• Several states, including Georgia, North
Carolina, and Hawaii, reported freezing program
positions (and in some cases freezing salaries).

• Oregon noted that a permanent cut of  two
positions from its permitting staff  would cause delays
in issuing permits for at least 25 smaller communities
and 400 construction sites.

• California reported that its regional boards had
“reduced their commitments” to perform virtually all
aspects of the regulatory program, including reissuing
expired or expiring permits, conducting inspections,
issuing enforcement orders, responding to public
complaints, and handling cases.

• Minnesota’s comments reflect the predicament
facing many states:

As with most, if  not all states, Minnesota’s
NPDES program has been and continues to be
squeezed between rising program demands and
expectations and stagnant or declining revenues.  On
the revenue side, a major problem continues to be the
lack of inflationary adjustments at both the federal
and state levels.  With each passing year, the federal
grants and state appropriations simply buy less
program delivery so expectations and deliverables will
have to be adjusted accordingly,....Minnesota has

taken some steps to address these problems, but
taken individually or even as a group, they do not
address the long term problem of  fund shortages.
Annual water quality permit fees and application fees
have been increased but still fund less than a third of
the program. ... In the past, the legislature has
provided stop gap funding to the program on a one
time basis, but that is not to be considered a reliable
long term funding solution.

Table One summarizes the survey responses in
terms of  the states’
individual estimates of
how much funding they
require to meet current
statutory requirements,
what percentage of that
funding they actually have
available for meeting
those requirements, and

what impact recent budget cuts have had on their
programs.

Thirteen of the responding states indicated they
had too little money to adequately meet all federal
and state statutory mandates. As indicated in Table 1,
the shortfalls identified were often significant, such as
in Georgia (5 times current level), California (more
than 4 times current level), Arizona and Wyoming (3
times current level) and Maryland and Minnesota (2
times current level).65  Montana’s response was that
“to better meet our mandates in a timely manner we
might need twice our resources (emphasis in
original).”  Other data prepared by Wisconsin in 2001
(not in connection with this survey) estimated that its
resource gap for water quality compliance programs
was $5.3 million and for enforcement programs, $1.2
million.66

The states that reported fewer cuts generally
were those more heavily supported by permit fees.
(Not all states authorize fees at levels that fully fund
their programs, and as noted below, in some states
fees can be used for other purposes.)

• Florida, which is required to have a program
fully supported by fees, indicated that it experienced
no budget cuts or layoffs.

Thirteen of the responding states
indicated they had too little money to
adequately meet all federal and statu-
tory mandates.  The shortfalls identi-
fied were often significant, such as in
Georgia, California, Arizona, Wyoming,

Maryland and Minnesota.
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Source: Author’s Survey and Results
* State responses varied in form, sometimes expressing shortages in personnel terms, sometimes in dollar terms.  Responses are
reproduced here as provided by the states.
**Includes expenditures on the Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) program

Table One: State Resource Needs and Impact of Budget Cuts (2002)*
State Total Resources

Needed
% of Program

Needs Currently
Being Met

Impacts of Recent
Budget Cuts

Alabama adequate 100 percent none

Arizona 2.9 million 30 percent Budget & Personnel cuts;

Compliance,

Enforcement,& All Water
Programs Impacted

California wastewater 215 positions vs. 49.3
currently funded

23 percent (est) 'Reduced commitments'

to virtually all aspects of

program

California stormwater 200 positions vs. 119
currently funded

60 percent (est) Staff Departures, Shift in

Personnel, Loss of Interns

Delaware Adequate 100 percent none

Florida $5 million 90 percent none

Georgia $21.5 million 20 percent positions frozen

Hawaii $3.6 million
(w/TMDL)**

58 percent positions frozen

Maryland $17.6 million 50 percent 6 percent cut in positions

Minnesota $8.16 million 90 percent Staff Transferred, Lower

Priority Positions

Reduced, Greater
Efficiencies

Montana 'Two times current
level to meet
mandates in a timely
manner'

50 percent (est) 1 staff position cut

North Carolina positions frozen

New Jersey $15.76 million 100 percent None

Nevada $0.2 million 100 percent None

Oregon 68 positions vs. 56
currently funded

82 percent (est) 2 positions eliminated;

permit delays for 400
construction sites, 25

small communities

Washington $13.1 million 85 percent Fewer inspections,
technical assistance,

backlog in permits

West Virginia $3.4 million 86 percent Positions Transferred so

that funded by Fees

Wyoming $5.5 million 29 percent Fewer inspections & less

monitoring
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• Nevada, which also is 100-percent fee-
supported, also did not make any cuts; it reported that
after the agency faced shortfalls four years ago, “[w]e
were able to raise fees with the support of the
regulated community. We also built in an automatic
increase [of  3 percent] due to inflation.  We are doing
well (emphasis in original).”67

• New Jersey likewise has a fee program that
ensures that the Department of Environmental
Protection can recover all of the costs of
administering its permit system (which covers both
the NPDES program and state discharge
requirements).  Thus, its program has not been
affected by recent state budget problems.68

•     West Virginia (83 percent fee supported)
reported that through its fee program it was able to
save five positions that it otherwise would have been
forced to cut because of reductions in general fund
monies.

Other states are moving in the direction of
greater reliance on fees.
 • Oregon responded that “[a]s general funds
become increasingly scarce, [we are] relying more
heavily on fees.”
• California increased its fees in 2002 and again in
2003 to offset the severe shortfall facing the state’s
general fund; the state’s 2003 Budget Act requires
that the entire general fund portion of  the state’s core
water quality regulatory program be paid for by permit
fees.69

Other states reported that fee increases are not
currently feasible.
• Washington officials, after noting that its fee
program is currently underfunded by roughly 20
percent, noted that increasing fees was not desirable,
“especially in the current economy.”

To remedy the daunting resource gap facing
them, states should shift the costs of implementing
their NPDES programs to regulated entities through
permit fee programs. Fees should be set at a level
necessary to fully fund program costs, and revenue
generated by the fees should be dedicated to NPDES

programs. The Clean Air Act, for example, requires
states to impose permit fees sufficient to fund the
costs of administering and enforcing their Title V
permit programs.70 Fee programs appropriately place
the costs of program administration on those entities
responsible for water pollution, and also can create
incentives for pollution reduction, by imposing
graduated fees based on the size of  a facility’s
discharges.

 Most states currently collect some fees from
NPDES-permitted facilities.  The NAPA study
referenced above found that of  37 states surveyed, 32
collect permit fees, but in many cases they cover only
a portion of  the state’s program costs.  A more
detailed survey by the Association of  State and
Interstate Water Pollution Control Administrators
(ASIWPCA) in 2003 found that of 22 states
responding, 17 had permit fees.71 Of  these 17, ten use
the fee proceeds solely for NPDES related activities;
in five states the proceeds can fund any water
program activity; in five the fees were deposited into
the general fund; and in two states the fee proceeds
could be used only to a very limited extent or not at
all for water quality programs.  Where necessary, these
existing programs should be redesigned to ensure that
fees are set at a level that fully funds NPDES
program costs, and that the fee revenues are
dedicated to NPDES programs.  States currently
without fee programs should follow suit. In this era of
scare governmental resources, such dedicated permit
fee programs are essential to bridging the gap between
state resources and program needs.

Using the Power of Spotlighting to Reduce
the Performance Gap

As the above discussion illustrates, the clear
Congressional and public desire for strong
enforcement of  the Clean Water Act is being
undermined by deficiencies in enforcement efforts
and resource shortfalls.  How, then, can enforcement
of  the Clean Water Act be improved?  Resource
shortfalls seem likely to be a constant; if anything,
they may grow to larger proportions as NPDES
programs expand to cover thousands of additional
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sources such as stormwater dischargers and
Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs).
Stricter federal oversight of state programs is
desirable as well, but is unlikely to produce any
dramatic changes given the past track record of  EPA
timidity in this area.

In recent years a lively debate has raged about
what type of enforcement approach best achieves
compliance with environmental laws.72  EPA
traditionally has favored a deterrence-based approach,
one that relies on inspections, formal enforcement
responses, and sanctions in the event of violations
(although its commitment to this approach has been
wavering under the current Bush Administration, at
least among its top-level political appointees).73 The
states by and large have preferred a more conciliatory,
cooperative-based model that relies more on
incentives and technical assistance programs to
achieve compliance.  Interestingly, at least one recent
public opinion survey indicates that there is
substantial support for traditional government
enforcement as compared to more flexible, “industry
friendly” approaches.747 Indeed, a deterrence-based
approach, informed by positive elements of
cooperation-based enforcement, is the best way to
improve rates of compliance.75

There is also a third avenue, however, that can
effectively serve as a supplement or adjunct to any
type of primary enforcement mechanism – whether it
be a deterrence-based approach; cooperation-based
approach; or something in between. This third
approach relies on the mechanism of mandatory
disclosure of enforcement and compliance related
data, and has yet to be exploited by environmental
regulators.  Yet as discussed below, it has the potential
to significantly improve the results achieved by
existing enforcement schemes while requiring
relatively few resources to implement.76

The technique of  using information disclosure –
or spotlighting – to achieve environmental objectives
has become increasingly popular in the past two
decades.  It enjoys support across the political
spectrum – economists like it because it relies on the
efficiency of market forces, while environmental

advocates favor it because it can promote citizen
empowerment and create incentives for firms to
reduce harmful activities.  It also has proven to be
quite effective in recent years.  Indeed, the specter of
having unfavorable information disclosed publicly has
shown itself to be a very strong motivator of
improved performance.

A spotlighting approach can be employed at a
variety of institutional levels and for a variety of
regulatory ends.  This section describes three ways in
which spotlighting should be utilized to remediate the
performance gap in NPDES programs:

• EPA should spotlight the enforcement and
compliance related records of  regulated firms;

• EPA should spotlight the performance of
state NPDES programs in achieving compliance
among regulated firms within their states;

• The Securities and Exchange Commission
should spotlight polluting companies by expanding
the mandatory environmental disclosure requirements
for publicly-traded corporations.

Spotlighting Business Enforcement  and
Compliance History

As recent experience has shown, mandated
disclosure of  data such as a facility’s emissions and
exposures to toxic chemicals from consumer products
or other sources has been quite successful in
improving environmental performance.  The most
prominent example is the Toxic Release Inventory
(TRI) program, enacted as part of the Emergency
Planning & Community Right-to-Know Act in 1986.
TRI requires manufacturing and certain other
industrial facilities to annually disclose their releases
and transfers of 654 specified toxic chemicals, subject
to reporting thresholds.  Facilities subject to this
program from1988 to 2001 have reported a
remarkable 54.5 percent decline in their releases of
covered chemicals. 77  California’s Proposition 65,
which requires warnings prior to exposures to listed
carcinogens and reproductive toxins, also has
generated substantial reductions in industrial air
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emissions and significant reformulations of  consumer
products containing toxic chemicals, including brass
faucets, ceramicware, calcium supplements, water
meters, water filters, baby rash powders and creams,
anti-diarrheal medications, hair dyes, wooden
playground structures, and portable classrooms,
among other products.78  One public interest attorney
estimates that as a result of Proposition 65
enforcement actions filed against thirty facilities over
the past five years, the facilities collectively reduced
their emissions of perchloroethylene, a listed
carcinogen, by approximately 640,000 pounds.79

Related, public disclosure of  a firm’s record of
compliance can stimulate improved performance, as
born out by a number of studies (additional studies
showing how the stock market reacts negatively to
poor environmental performance are discussed in the
section below).80  For example, when the Missouri
Department of Natural Resources began issuing news
releases about public water systems that violate
monitoring requirements and posting these releases on
the Internet, it found that notifying the violators in
advance resulted in 80 percent of chronic violators
coming into compliance within one month. 81 In
another program, Indonesia’s environmental agency
developed a color-coded grading system for
evaluating the environmental performance of
industrial facilities.82 The grades for the facilities were
publicly disclosed, although there was a six-month
delay in disclosing firms in the worst two categories
to allow them an opportunity to improve their
performance. Rates of  compliance among
participating factories increased from 35 percent to 51
percent, and discharges on average declined by 43
percent.83  Likewise, a study of compliance and
emission levels over a six year period by pulp and
paper firms in British Columbia found significant
impacts when the regional environmental agency
published a list of  firms significantly out of
compliance.  Being on the list of noncompliers led to
significant emission reductions, reductions that
actually exceeded those attributable to enforcement
orders and penalties assessed against the firms.84

In another recent analysis, Professors Kagan,
Gunningham, and Thornton assessed the

determinants of  environmental performance of  14
pulp and paper manufacturing mills in several
countries. They concluded that variations in social
pressures (among other factors) had a significant
effect on firms’ relative performance.  According to
the authors, many mill managers spoke of having to
meet not only the terms of  their regulatory license but
of  their “social license” from the community.  They
report that managers at one facility “told us that the
sanction it feared the most...were not legal sanctions
but informal sanctions imposed by the public and
media, and hence it was motivated less by avoiding
regulatory sanctions per se as “‘anything that could
give you a bad name.’”85

Perhaps the boldest enforcement-related
spotlight is that launched by Great Britain’s
Environmental Agency.  The Agency annually
publishes a “Spotlight on Business Environmental
Performance,” detailing the environmental
performance of  various business sectors and the firms
within them.86  Within each sector, the report
highlights good and bad performers, pollution
accidents, and fines assessed.  The performance of
firms is graded according to a scoring system
developed by the Agency, based on the inherent risks
of  processes at a facility, and the operator’s ability to
manage these environmental risks (one system for
waste facilities, another for non-waste facilities).

Britain’s “Spotlight” report goes well beyond
disclosure efforts tried in this country to date, in a
couple of  significant ways.  First, the government is
actively involved in evaluating private firm
performance; as a result, the evaluations are likely to
have considerable credibility with the public.87

Second, the environmental agency presents the
information in comparative form, directly contrasting
good and bad performers (including some case
studies), and explicitly drawing attention to firms that
were penalized the most or responsible for the most
spills in the prior year.  A few examples from the
report are reproduced here (see table).

Notably, the British Environmental Agency
reports positive results from the program:
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When the Environment Agency first turned the
media spotlight on poor environmental
performance five years ago, a chorus of
disapproval rolled through the ranks of regulated
industry.  Five years on, Spotlight on business
environmental performance has developed and
expanded into a rounded assessment of
performance, good and bad, and highlights
positive action as well as failings. In its short
lifetime the report has become a regular fixture in
the environmental calendar, its findings keenly
anticipated by some, anxiously awaited by others.

The latest report shows the positive trends of
previous years continuing.... [including]
reductions in many pollutant and significant
overall improvements in environmental
management.

EPA and the states should follow the lead of
Britain’s Environmental Agency in its effort to
spotlight the performance of  regulated facilities.  EPA
has taken a very significant step in this direction with
the development in 2002 of the Enforcement and
Compliance History Online (ECHO) website,

The worst performing licensed waste management facilities in 2002*

Site name Owner Type of Site Operator

Perfor-

mance

Score

%

Change

through

2002

Pillhead Copse,

Bideford, Devon

Private Landfill taking óotherô 
wastes

435 +65

Astbury Quarry,

near Wrexham

Caird

Environmental

Ltd

Co-disposal landfill site 433 +45

Winterton Landfill

near Scunthorpe

Integrated Waste

Management Ltd

Co-disposal landfill site 423 +51

Autodisposals and

Bideford Skip Hire,

Bideford, Devon

Private Household, commercial and

industrial waste transfer

station

375 +4

Brenkley Quarry

Landfill, Newcastle

Northumbrian

Environmental

Management

Household, commercial and

industrial waste transfer

station

358 -18

Imingham Landfill,

Grimsby

Integrated Waste

Management

Co-disposal landfill site 355 +55

ñLò Field Landfill, 
Stewartby, Beds

Shanks Waste

Services Ltd

Co-disposal landfill site 351 +11

Old Foundry Yard,

Alston, Cumbria

Private Metal recycling facility 343 -226

Horncliffe Quarry

Landfill,

Rossendale, near

Bury

P Casey Enviro

Ltd

Household, commercial and

industrial waste transfer

station

334 -159

Reading Skips Private Household, commercial and

industrial waste transfer

station

332 +31

*Excerpted from British Environmental Agency, Spotlight on Business Environmental Performance,
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/business/444255/518536/
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although as discussed below, it has stopped short of
the British agency’s efforts.88

ECHO, an outgrowth of  a pilot project known
the Sector Facility Indexing Project (SFIP), provides
enforcement and compliance information under the
Clean Water Act, Clean Air Act, and RCRA for about

including whether
corrections are entered rapidly enough.91  They also
contend that the data presented are not meaningful to
the public without additional context,92 and fault EPA
for providing too much data, arguing, for example,
that the “site presents an excessive amount of
information that is overwhelming to members of  the
general public who are not environmentally

800,000 regulated
facilities.89  While much of
this information previously
was publicly available, it
was scattered in different
places and hard to access. In
particular, ECHO displays
for the previous two years
the following information:
inspections or evaluations
of the facility;  its
compliance status;
violations detected;
pollutants associated with
the violations and whether
they are significant; formal
enforcement actions taken;
penalties imposed as a result
of  the enforcement actions.
It also provides data about
the demographics of the
community located within
one, three, and five miles of
the facility.  During its first
year, EPA reports that the
site was accessed by over a
million people.90

ECHO is not without
its critics or flaws.
Numerous regulated
entities, in particular, have
made complaints about
presentation and searching
issues (i.e. navigating the
site), about its use of
confusing terms, and about
the accuracy and
completeness of data,
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sophisticated and trained in environmental law
jargon.”93

On the other hand, as evidenced by the large
number of  positive comments filed with EPA after it
launched the site was launched, disclosure can be
enormously potent.94  Numerous members of  the
public commented on the empowering function of the
site.  One wrote that “[t]his is a tremendous resource
to help us track the actions of potential polluters in
our watershed. It helps us identify persistent flaunters
of  environmental laws, and just as importantly, lets us
know which industries are doing a good job at
managing their pollution.”95 Another commented that
“I really appreciate the opportunity to see how well
the companies in my community are complying with
our environmental law.”96  Others noted how ECHO
had directly helped inform their decision making:

 As a concerned citizen that is presently seeking
to move north of  my current community, this is
an invaluable resource. My family & I have
already terminated an agreement for a home
purchase due to the excessive quantities of both
lead and arsenic in the home’s drinking water. To
have access to the various water-treatment
facilities’ statistical information, it will assist
countless individuals to make the best choices
for their loved-ones.97

Interestingly, state and local agency staff  also
noted the value of  ECHO’s information, such as
reflected in the comment below: “As a state-level
staff  that handles facility NPDES permit compliance
and enforcement, this website would definitely assist
me in ensuring that correct and up-to-date data is in
the federal system for facilities, as well as provide an
at-a-glance overview of  their 24 month compliance
status.” 98  Another local government user noted that
because of  ECHO, “I was able to see many, many
companies in my city and see what they are up to and
what danger they might pose.., “99 while another
reported using ECHO “as a vital component of Title
V [of the Clear Air Act] reviews [that] helps me
understand which plants need the most scrutiny.”100

Even a substantial number of regulated entities
praised ECHO, one noting that ‘[t]his database is

revolutionary for environmental awareness, “101

another commenting that “this is a great tool to
review other operations and their problems so that we
can be pro-active instead of  re-active.”102  EPA  found
in its review of public comments that “ industry
reported that companies were finding ECHO to be an
efficient and cost-saving way to monitor the
compliance records of their facilities scattered around
the country.”103

ECHO is very impressive as far as it goes, but it
stops short of the full potential that can be achieved
by spotlighting.  While EPA has amassed a great deal
of data in one place, it has not taken the next step of
publicly evaluating and ranking the compliance
records and performance of  regulated firms.
Spotlighting is at is most powerful and effective when
it draws clear distinctions among firms. As Professor
Shelley Metzenbaum has written, comparison has
great power to embarrass and motivate, just as the
spotlight of comparison shopping by consumers spurs
firms to improve their products.104  Thus, EPA (and
eventually states as well, when they develop adequate
capacity) should take the next step, and begin publicly
evaluating and comparing the compliance records of
the best and worst regulated facilities.  It should rank
facilities based on factors such as number of
violations, size of penalties assessed against them,
length of time in significant noncompliance,
frequency of repeat violations, degree to which
discharges or emissions exceed permitted levels,
absolute levels of excess emissions or discharges, and
number of  spills or accidental releases. These
comparisons should be done both in tabular and
graphic form, so that they are visually compelling.105

EPA should begin with a key few priority sectors, as it
did with the pilot SFIP that paved the way for
ECHO.106  While this type of  analysis could in theory
be performed by environmental organizations, it
would involve considerable resources and more
importantly, lack the credibility and objectivity of  a
report generated by the government.

EPA Spotlight on State Agency Performance

The public spotlight on environmental
enforcement and compliance efforts should go beyond
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individual facilities.  As discussed above, EPA’s
traditional approaches for overseeing state programs
have not been particularly effective.  Thus, to
promote better state performance, EPA should
evaluate and rank, and publicly disclose, how well
state environmental agencies are performing – issue
regular “report cards” on state performance.

There are several types of criteria that can be
used to evaluate state environmental programs –
including bottom-line environmental indicators or
conditions; rates of compliance and other behavioral
changes by regulated entities; and levels of agency
enforcement activities (such as number of inspections
carried out, enforcement actions initiated, penalties
assessed, etc.) A growing literature about the merits
of these approaches has begun to emerge.107  Certainly
levels of compliance should be a very significant
measure of  the efficacy of  enforcement programs.
Although not without important limits,108 compliance
is a “bottom line” measure for state enforcement
programs - reflecting the success of states in ensuring
that regulated facilities adhere to the law.

EPA’s traditional guidance for oversight of  state
enforcement programs,109 as well as more recent
guidance developed under the National Performance
Partnership System (NEPPS), a new EPA/state
oversight initiative, identify rates of compliance as
one criterion for evaluating state program
performance.110  But historically, compliance rates
have not played a central role in EPA’s evaluation of
state programs, and many states have not measured
them in a reliable manner.111  There are any number of
reasons for this, including the technical challenges
and resources involved in calculating accurate
compliance rates. 112  If, however, states’ authorization
to implement federal programs or their access to
federal funding were contingent on providing accurate
and complete compliance information, the states
would be spurred to calculate more reliable
compliance rates.

Thus, EPA should insist as a condition of
granting NPDES program authorization to the states
that states (1) develop a methodology for accurately
measuring compliance rates, (2) annually calculate

such rates, and (3) publicly report them.  Some key
compliance measures that should be reported include
the overall rate of compliance and significant
noncompliance among regulated facilities; the rate of
compliance and significant noncompliance in priority
sectors; the severity of noncompliance (i.e. how far in
excess of  permitted levels are unlawful discharges);
and rates of  repeat and recidivist violations.

EPA should compile the information reported by
states and present in comparative form the
compliance rates achieved within each state, perhaps
grouping states by region of  the country. This data
should be posted on EPA’s regional and national web
pages, among other places, and otherwise widely
disseminated to the public and media.  As argued
above, disclosure and comparison have great power to
embarrass and motivate better performance.113

Expanding Securities Rules Governing Corporate
Disclosure of  Enforcement Information

In addition to the spotlighting approaches
outlined above, the stock market also can create
strong incentives for firms to improve environmental
compliance, as investors increasingly look to
environmental performance as a relevant investment
criterion.

There is an expanding socially responsible
investment movement that evaluates the social
records of companies, including their record of
environmental compliance and performance, when
making investment decisions in the stock market.
Approximately $2.16 trillion of professionally
managed assets in the U.S. is invested according to
social criteria - approximately 11 percent of all such
assets. This number has been steadily growing over
the past decade.114 A Gallup Poll in 2000 found that 9
percent of the public had bought or sold stocks based
on the environmental record of the companies in the
previous year.115

Beyond this socially responsible segment of the
market, information about environmental
performance can be quite relevant to other investors.
A number of studies show that stock prices rise and
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fall in response to the release of either positive or
negative environmental information about firms’
performance.116  Events that have been shown to
trigger significant reductions in the market value of
firms include disclosures relating to the compliance
record of  firms, such as the initiation of  enforcement
actions against a company, or oil or chemical spills, as
well as such as disclosures of high levels of routine
emissions.  For example, a study of  stock market
reactions to 730 EPA judicial actions for a sample of
publicly traded firms from 1972 to 1991 found that
the market value of  the average affected firm
dropped 0.43 percent during the week of settlement
of the enforcement action. The estimated market
penalty was larger for more recent actions and for
repeat offenders.117  Another recent investigation
looked at the impact on stock prices of  firms in three
industrial sectors in India after a leading
environmental group published ratings about their
environmental performance – which generally showed
poor performance. It found that in two of  the three
sectors examined, stock prices declined significantly
after the ratings were published.  The losses were
more significant for firms with lower rankings;
declines were as high as forty-three percent for those
identified as the worst performers.118 Similarly, another
study found that the public announcement of
penalties by the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) led to a significant drop in
stock prices.119  There are numerous reasons why the
disclosure of noncompliance or poor environmental
performance may lead to stock losses. Investors may
view it is a signal that the firm is more likely to face
future enforcement actions, compliance and remedial
costs, third party litigation, or a loss of future
government contracts.  Likewise, they may think that
the firm will be perceived by government regulators
and the public as a bad actor, making it more difficult
for the company to obtain permits and regulatory
approvals, subject to more enforcement scrutiny, or
likely to face more community opposition. Or
investors may regard this data as an indication that
the firm is poorly managed, or operating inefficiently.

At the same time, there is a growing body of
evidence demonstrating that firms with superior
environmental records perform better financially than
their counterparts with weaker records - that

environmental performance can serve as a partial
proxy for the riskiness of  investing in a firm.  In a
review of  the literature in 2000, EPA concluded that
“[a] significant body of research shows a moderate
positive correlation between a firm’s environmental
performance and its financial performance,  regardless
of the variables used to represent each kind of
performance, the technique used to analyze the
relationship, or the date of  the study.”120  In their
study of  652 manufacturing firms, for example,
Professors Andrew King and Michael Lenox found
that firms which had lower levels of  emissions (both
in an absolute sense and relative to other firms in
their industry) had higher levels of financial
performance.121  Another recent analysis looked at the
performance of  close to 200 firms and found a
positive relationship between environmental and
economic performance, as measured by annual
industry-adjusted stock returns.  (The study also
found that superior environmental performers
disclose more pollution-related environmental
information than do poor performers,122  and that
there was a positive relationship between past
disclosure and current performance.123) Innovest, a
financial advisory firm, has developed investment risk
ratings for 1500 corporations, based on their
environmental performance and viability.  According
to its grading system, investing in firms with high
environmental ratings will yield returns from 1.5 to 3
points higher than investing in firms across the stock
market.124

Thus, environmental performance information is
important to both socially responsible and ordinary
investors.  Notably, a national survey of  investors in
2000 found that 79 percent of respondents believed
that information about corporate responsibility,
including compliance with environmental standards,
was necessary to make investment decisions.125  As
discussed below, this interest can and should be
leveraged to encourage better environmental
compliance by publicly traded firms, by requiring
greater disclosure of environmental compliance
related information.126

Currently, securities law requires that publicly
traded firms disclose a range of  information when
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companies first issue securities and on a regular basis
thereafter.  The disclosure requirements are contained
in one omnibus regulation issued by the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC), Regulation S-K.127

Unfortunately, the current rules bearing most directly
on disclosures about environmental enforcement and
compliance related issues are unduly narrow.  Item
103 requires companies to disclose any material
environmental legal or administrative proceedings,
either pending or known to be contemplated,
including actions involving the government which
involve potential monetary sanctions that are likely to
exceed $100,000, and any claims for damages or
sanctions that exceed 10 percent of  the company’s
assets.128  Firms are also required by Item 101 to make
“appropriate disclosure” about the material effects
that complying with environmental requirements may
have upon the firm’s capital expenditures, earnings,
and competitive position.129  Item 303 also requires
firms to disclose any known trends or uncertainties
that the company reasonably expects will have a material
impact on the company, which can include potential
enforcement actions or future regulatory compliance
costs.130  The rules do not, however, mandate
disclosure of  other information about a firm’s
environmental compliance record that may be equally
relevant to investors.

The SEC should expand Item 103 in three ways.
First, it should include in the category of legal
proceedings with sanctions likely to exceed $100,000
citizen-initiated enforcement actions, as well as
government proceedings.131  (Under current rules,
citizen actions for penalties that exceed 10 percent of
a company’s assets would have to be disclosed, but in
many instances this is a much higher threshold.)  As
Professor Jim May has documented, citizen actions to
enforce the Clean Water Act have grown dramatically
in size and significance over the past two decades;
between 1995 and 2003, for example, citizen
enforcers filed 1,428 sixty day notices of intent to sue
under the Clean Water Act. 132  Second, any criminal
enforcement action for violation of environmental
laws should be considered “per se” material and
subject to disclosure, regardless of the amount.
Criminal actions may not lead to significant monetary
sanctions, but may reflect far more serious and deep-

seated corporate misbehavior than civil actions over
$100,000.  Last, sanction” should be interpreted to
include not merely penalties but remedial clean-up
costs, environmentally beneficial projects, and other
expenditures that result from government actions.
(Under current rules, these costs have to be disclosed
if they exceed the 10 percent threshold of a
company’s assets.) For investors seeking to evaluate
the environmental performance of  a company,
information about such expenditures may be as
consequential as sanctions prompted by enforcement
actions.

Beyond amending Item 103 to reflect the above
changes, there are larger questions of what
enforcement-related data should be subject to
mandatory disclosure given the heightened investor
interest in environmental performance.  Reformers
such as the Coalition for Environmentally
Responsible Economies (CERES) and the Corporate
Sunshine Working Group have persuasively argued for
the adoption of  broader disclosure rules that go well
beyond current requirements.  These include requiring
firms to disclose the total number of  private and
government enforcement actions filed against the
firm; the total value of  penalties, Supplemental
Environmental Projects (SEPs), and other payments
assessed against the firm or paid pursuant to civil
settlements; and summaries of compliance and
monitoring reports that firms are required to prepare
under various environmental statutes.133  Some major
institutional investors, including State Treasurers, also
have begun calling for the SEC to broaden its
disclosure requirements.134

 In the past, the SEC has resisted efforts to
mandate disclosure of  this type of  information on the
grounds that it was not material to investors. As
discussed above and as articulated by Michelle Chan-
Fischel, “the same argument clearly cannot be
justified today.... [B]oth traditional and socially
responsible investors seek and incorporate
nonfinancial information as an essential part of  their
investment analysis and decisionmaking.135  Indeed,
the bottom line “[e]vidence that information about
compliance with the law is material is found in the
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typical stock market reaction to a company’s
announcement of  illegality: the stock price drops.”136

One final but critical point is that no matter what
rules are in place, they will have little impact if  they
are not followed.  Even the limited disclosures
currently required by SEC rules seem to be ignored by
most companies, as documented saliently by a 1998
EPA investigation.  The study looked at disclosure in
firms 10-K statements of  legal proceedings involving
three types of monetary sanctions in excess of
$100,000: penalties; Supplemental Environmental
Projects (SEPs); and corrective actions under the
Resource Conservation & Recovery Act (RCRA). 137

Over a two-year period, non disclosure rates were
high: 74 percent for proceedings involving penalties;
84 percent for proceedings involving SEPs, and 96
percent for RCRA corrective actions.  Even fewer
companies accurately disclosed the required
information (i.e. correctly identified the statute
violated and the amount of the sanction).138  In
another study of  26 firms involved in initial public
offerings who were known potentially responsible
parties under the federal Superfund law, only 12 made
any sort of disclosure about this potential
environmental liabilities, and even among those firms,
the information disclosed was quite limited.  The
authors chose to examine this group because of the
heightened scrutiny surrounding firms when they first
go public.  They concluded that “the empirical
evidence is unequivocal: the same relatively low level
of disclosure by companies already admitted to the
public securities markets is mimicked by those firms
that are “going public” for the first time. The more
intense scrutiny, the higher stakes involved in an
[Initial Public Offering] and the enhanced due
diligence procedures apparently are of no
consequence in prompting a greater amount or quality
of environmental disclosure.”139 Complaints filed with
the SEC and investor lawsuits have alleged that in
numerous other instances, companies have failed to
disclose material environmental matters, including
government enforcement actions.140

Thus, it is essential for the SEC to more
vigorously police its disclosure rules with respect to
environmental enforcement and compliance matters –

to systematically screen public filings by firms to
ensure that they disclose environmental matters , and,
even more importantly, to take enforcement action
against violators.141  The SEC appears to acknowledge
to at least some degree that environmental disclosure
is an issue worthy of closer attention.  It indicated in
2001 that it would devote more resources to this
issue,142 and in comments issued on the annual reports
of  Fortune 500 companies filed in 2002, the SEC
reported that a number of companies had not
adequately disclosed their environmental liabilities,
and that the SEC had asked them to enhance their
disclosures.143

Nonetheless, the agency almost never brings
enforcement actions against firms based on failure to
disclose environmentally-related information.
According to a study by Robert Repetto and Duncan
Austin of  the World Resources Institute, out of  over
5,000 administrative enforcement actions initiated by
the SEC from 1975 to 2000, only three were based on
inadequate disclosure of environmental risks or
liabilities.  Over the same period, the SEC brought
only one civil enforcement case for insufficient
environmental disclosure rules.  Three of  these four
actions were brought before 1980. 144  Repetto and
Austin conclude that “[s]uch a small number of
enforcement actions does not suggest vigorous
enforcement activity...[e]xamples of  incomplete
disclosure brought to the SEC’s attention have not
resulted in any discernible enforcement action.”145  As
one EPA enforcement lawyers remarked, “the SEC’s
non-enforcement...undermines EPA operations to
encourage corporate compliance with US
environmental laws...it sets a disincentive for others
to comply if competitors aren’t.”146

For its part, EPA should be more proactive in
trying to encourage SEC vigilance and firm
compliance with disclosure rules.  The agency has
expressed its view  that “[i]ncreased scrutiny of
corporate environmental information, particularly
legal proceedings, by the public, shareholders, and
investors will likely provide an incentive for
companies to handle environmental problems in a
more expeditious manner, and provide a deterrent to
future noncompliance.”147  In early 2001, EPA began
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notifying parties subject to EPA-initiated
administrative enforcement actions of their potential
duty to disclose the proceeding in accordance with
SEC rules.148  But EPA does not regularly provide
information to the SEC about its enforcement
actions,149 and the EPA does not follow up with the
SEC to see if  firms subject to enforcement actions
have complied with the SEC’s disclosure rules.
Indeed, after a period of considerable interest and
activity in this area in the late 1990s,150 EPA has done
relatively since then to promote greater corporate
disclosure.

Conclusion

Three decades of experience under the Clean
Water Act have demonstrated both the Act’s strengths
and deficiencies.  One important shortcoming is the
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persistently high level of noncompliance among
regulated entities, with rates of significant
noncompliance around 25 percent.  In an era of
scarce resources and growing program needs, new,
cost effective approaches to improving compliance
are needed.  Spotlighting – the mandatory disclosure
of enforcement and compliance related data by
regulated entities and environmental agencies – is one
such approach. Although spotlighting has grown in
popularity over the past two decades as a means to
achieve environmental goals, it has yet to be fully
exploited in the enforcement context. As described in
these pages, spotlighting strategies, in conjunction
with other enforcement tools, have the potential to
significantly enhance enforcement programs and
improve compliance with the CWA’s requirements. It
is time for these strategies to be moved to center
stage in the effort to meet the statute’s ambitious
objectives.
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Appendix:  State Survey

EPA Enforcement Survey Dr. Clifford Rechtschaffen

1. Can you explain whether your state’s NPDES program is operating under a Memorandum or
Agreement (MOA), Performance Partnership Agreement (PPA), or other program/grant
agreement with EPA?

___ ___MOA ______PPA _________ Other (Please specify)

2. In your MOA, PPA, or grant agreement with EPA, what staff levels did you commit to in
order to administer the NPDES program?  (If the agreement breaks down staff levels for various
functions, such as permitting, monitoring, enforcement, compliance assistance, etc., could you
please provide that information?)

Permitting __________

Monitoring __________

Enforcement _________

Compliance Assistance _____

Other (please specify) _______

3. For the years 2000, 2001, and 2002, can you provide:

a. The overall funding level for your NPDES program, including funding for the following
activities: permitting; monitoring; enforcement and compliance assistance:

Permitting

Monitoring

Enforcement

Compliance

Assistance

Total

b. The sources of funding for your NPDES program (i.e. special funds, general funds, federal grants,
permit fees, etc); how much do you obtain from source; and how funding from each of these sources has
changed from 2000-2002.
Special Fund

General Fund

Federal Grants

Permit License or

Fees

Other (please specify)

Total
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4. If you charge a permit, licensing or other fee to entities regulated by your NPDES program,
could you please describe such fee?  If you do not currently charge such a fee, has one been
considered in your state as a means of raising revenue to support your NPDES program?

5. Has your state considered other ways of funding your NPDES program?  If so, what are they?

6. What do you estimate is the total number of regulated facilities subject to your NPDES program,
including the number of individual facilities holding individual permits vs. general permits?

Individual Permits ____    General Permits ____   Stormwater permits ____

7. For each of the following areas of your NPDES program, could you provide the number of
agency personnel allocated to each function, and the number of these positions that currently
are filled:

Positions Allocated Positions Currently Filled

Permitting

Monitoring

Enforcement

Compliance Assistance

Total

8. Can you provide any specific examples of how recent budgetary shortfalls have impacted your
NPDES program, i.e. permitting, monitoring, inspection, enforcement, compliance assistance,
new initiatives, or other programs that have been cut back, number of personnel that have been
reassigned or laid off, etc?

9. In your opinion, what is the level of funding for your state’s NPDES program that would be
necessary to adequately meet all federal and state statutory mandates?
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